
Wanapum & Priest Rapids Dam

430-09972R1 Change Order 5 –

January 2023

Electrical Distribution Upgrade     
(Station Service & Substation Improvement Project)



Brief Overview of Project
Wanapum Dam Electrical Distribution Upgrades:

- Station Service Switchgear #1 and #2 Full Replacement
- Substation #1 - #4 Breaker and Protection System Upgrade
- Right Bank Substation Complete Replacement

Priest Rapids Dam Electrical Distribution Upgrades:
- Station Service Switchgear #1 and #2 Full Replacement
- Substation #1 - #4 Breaker and Protection System Upgrade
- Right Bank Substation Complete Replacement



Change Order 5 Breakdown
Total For Change Order:                                       $2,053,632

- Manufacturing Market Adjustments $655,750
- Storage and Additional Shipping Costs $376,405
- Additional Design and Engineering $378,585
- Asbestos Mitigation $120,885
- Asset Strategy Management Adjustments $522,006



Project Delay 1 Year:

Original Start Date - September 2022

New Start Date - September 2023

Project Schedule Update



Overview of Project
Right Bank Replacement (x 2):



Overview of Project
Station Service Switchgear Upgrades (x 4):



Overview of Project
Feeder Breaker Upgrade (x 200+):



Overview of Project
Relay Protection Upgrades:



Change Order 5
Questions?



Powering our way of life.



Cost Breakdown
Manuf. Market Adjustments ABB:                              $655,750

- Market Costs: Steel, Copper, Fuel, etc Associated with Manuf. 
- Right Bank Transformer (x2) Cost
- Right Bank Substation (x2) Cost
- Priest Rapids 600V Breaker Upgrade (x80) Cost



Cost Breakdown
Storage and Additional Shipping Costs:                   $376,405

- Storage Fees for Equipment already Purchased
- Station Service Switchgear Wanapum (x2)
- Station Service Switchgear Priest Rapids (x2)
- DB-50 and AK-50 Main/Tie Breakers
- Job Site Trailer Storage (Single Mobilization)



Cost Breakdown
Additional Design and Engineering:                         $378,585

- Additional Project Management Costs due to Delay
- 600V Substation Protection System Design Verification                
- Zig Zag and Isolation Transformer Protection Integration Report



Cost Breakdown
Asbestos Mitigation:                 $120,885

- Asbestos Discovered Post Bid on Station Service Terminals
- Covers Asbestos Abatement on Station Service #1 and #2 at Wanapum Dam
- Covers Asbestos Abatement on Station Service #1 and #2 at Priest Rapids Dam



Cost Breakdown
Asset Strategy Management Adjustment:                $522,006

- Spare Parts Strategy Adjustment
- Distribution System for Dam Deemed Critical by Management
- Purchase now due to Long Lead Times due to Material Shortages
- Spare Feeder Breakers for Wanapum Dam (Spares for 75+ Breakers)
- Spare Feeder Breakers for Priest Rapids Dam (Spares for 80+ Breakers)
- Spare Relay for Protection Equipment SEL 587Z & SEL 2505



M E M O R A N D U M        February 2, 2023 
  
  
TO:  Rich Wallen, General Manager/Chief Executive Officer  
 

FROM:  Kevin Nordt, Chief Resource Officer   
  
 
SUBJECT: Yakama Settlement Agreement Update 
 
 
Purpose: To request joint approval, by the Tribal Council of the Yakama Nation and the District’s Board 
of Commissioners, of a Policy Statement associated with the Development of New Generation Resources 
sections of the Settlement between Yakama Nation and Grant County PUD agreement (the Agreement). 
The Policy Statement, ID-No-XX, defines and clarifies certain rights and obligations of each Party to the 
Agreement regarding Sections B.3(a), B.3.(c), and C.3.(b). Policy X specifies that the District’s tolling for 
its entitlement to Renewable Energy Credits (RECs), per Section C.3.(b), shall begin after the Yakama 
Nation and / or Yakama Power have constructed and placed into commercial operation 2.50 MWa of 
renewable generation plant.  
 
Background: Grant PUD (District) and the Yakama Nation (Nation) had longstanding differences which 
were settled by the Agreement, executed on June 11, 2007. During the process of negotiating the 
Agreement, both Parties recognized that significant mutual benefits would accrue to each Party by 
means of a long-term partnership. The Agreement and the partnership have been successful since their 
inception. A key area of partnering is the Development of New Generating Resources. From the earliest 
days of the partnership, the Parties saw the potential for clean renewable energy development 
together. The capabilities and resources of the Parties compliment each other well which creates 
valuable synergies. The Agreement provides for a suite of commitments from and to each Party. 
Sections B.3.(a), B.3.(b), B.3.(c), C.3.(a), C.3.(b), and C.3.(c) describe all the commitments the Parties 
made / received related to renewable generation development. These are many in number and they are 
complex. While the Agreement articulates the rights and obligations associated with the commitments, 
it does not provide clear policy direction or implementing procedures. Those will be necessary to 
properly pursue joint resource development while ensuring that both the spirit and the letter of the 
Agreement is preserved. Thus, we are bringing forth the first policy statement for joint approval of the 
respective governing bodies of the Parties. 
 
Over the first decade of the Agreement, the Parties successfully implemented virtually all aspects of the 
Agreement. There was only limited activity associated with generation resource development though. 
This was the result of both market conditions, each Parties’ resource requirements, and other 
competing priorities. Despite intense investigations into several renewable resource projects in the first 
two years of the Agreement, there has been virtually no joint work until late 2019. The initial 
explorations, circa 2008, did not identify projects that were either needed or economic to market. 
Yakama Power focused on building its retail load and capitalizing on its BPA PF power entitlement. The 
District and Yakama Power collaborated on power issues and mutual support whenever possible over 
the years. By late 2019, the District’s need for additional power resource was clear, Yakama Power was 
focusing on generation resource development, and regional resource adequacy / market conditions all 



made clear the need to pursue the joint work contemplated in the Agreement around resource 
development. Joint discussions were conducted between Yakama Power and the District on the path 
forward. Those discussions are embodied in the Policy statement being brought forth here. The Covid-
19 pandemic caused an unavoidable delay in getting the work completed during 2020 as expected. Post-
pandemic, we sought to re-engage and work to set the path forward for a successful resource 
development partnership. 
 
As stated above, the implementation of the commitments is complex and the time for action is now. The 
District and Yakama Power recognize that we will need to work collaboratively and efficiently to 
capitalize on opportunities right before us all. The first issue that needed to be addressed is associated 
with the specific provisions in Section C.3.(b). This section provides the District with rights to renewable 
generation projects developed by either Yakama Power or the Yakama Nation. The District is provided a 
claim on 75% of all RECs for the first 75 MWa of renewable energy projects developed, consistent with 
the provisions of said section. Further, the District is provided with a claim on 50% of RECs for all 
renewable projects for generation more than 75 MWa. The policy statement provided here describes 
the mutual understanding of the Parties regarding these rights and obligations. It also includes an 
important implementation provision which is very important to the Yakama Nation and Yakama Power. 
This provision is also strongly in the interest of the District. The provision details how the calculation of 
the 75/50% right shall be made and when it will activate. Both the Yakama Nation and the District share 
a common vision of being “Masters of their own destiny”. A key tenet of this shared vision is “doing for 
ourselves”. The Yakama Nation seeks to develop, to the fullest extent practicable, resources on its lands 
or for its use itself, through Yakama Power. This desire is closely aligned that of the District. In the past 
and the present, the District seeks to develop, own, and operate its own power resources. This common 
vision has led to a paradox for the Yakama Nation. To gain the knowledge, skills, and abilities to develop 
and construct power resources, it must do this. However, without previous experience and 
demonstrable capabilities, the Yakama Nation and Yakama Power cannot obtain project financing so as 
to support learning – a classic “chicken and egg” situation. This paradox limits the Yakama Nation’s 
ability to achieve its objectives and effectively strands the potential benefits afforded the District by the 
Agreement. 
 
An opportunity to resolve the paradox presented itself recently. Through certain targeted programs, the 
Yakama Nation, via Yakama Power, has an ability to build small scale projects without the traditional 
financing hurdles. Such projects necessarily require “bundling” of the RECs with the power output 
though. This opportunity is perfectly structured to allow Yakama Power to build up its development and 
construction capabilities. This would be done through completion of small but progressively larger 
projects – effectively bootstrapping their learning. Unfortunately, this opportunity collides with the 
language of the Agreement. The solution proposed here solves this problem in a way that honors the 
intent and spirit of the long-term partnership while allowing both the Yakama Nation and the District to 
further their own interests. The proposal is to begin tolling, i.e., starting the clock, regarding the 75 
MWa of C.3.(b) after Yakama Power has completed several small projects. This is beneficial to the 
Yakama Nation because it allows them to move forward with resource development “by themselves, for 
themselves”. It is beneficial to the District because absent this allowance, the District’s rights are likely 
to be stranded due the “chicken and egg” paradox. The policy proposes that the Yakama Nation be 
granted a “learning development” period to allow it to become and demonstrate that it is a solid and 
bankable development entity. The tolling for the District’s REC entitlement would begin immediately 
upon completion of 2.50 MWa of renewable power resource. The 2.50 MWa would be well defined as 
the cumulative pro forma “average annual expected energy” for any and all renewable projects 
developed consistent with Parts B and C of the Agreement. This small “grace period” will allow the 



Yakama Nation to unlock its abilities to develop its resource potential. Simultaneously, it provides the 
District with a path to realize the benefits it is entitled to per contract. This is a win-win outcome for 
both Parties. This is especially important at this juncture where Yakama Power is in a position to develop 
projects, the District seeks both power resources and RECs, and very favorable market conditions exist 
to support such joint development. 
 
Justification: The justification for this proposed policy is that it furthers the spirit of the Agreement, the 
long-term partnership, and creates tangible economic value for both Parties. Absent the ability to “do 
for themselves”, the Yakama Nation will not develop the potential resources it possesses. Given this 
understandable position, the District cannot benefit from the rights it is afforded in consideration of its 
commitments made in the Agreement. While there may opportunities for the Yakama Nation to pursue 
resource development under conditions favorable to them, that is speculative in both possibility and 
timing. The well specified “grace period” allows for the most expeditious, efficient, and collaborative 
path forward. Adoption of the proposed Policy, XXX, is a “win for all” that both strengthens the 
important partnership and creates economic value to Tribal members and the District’s retail customers. 
 
Recommendation: Each of the respective governing bodies of the Yakama Nation and the District should 
approve and accept Policy ID-No-XX. These concurrent actions will enable the Parties to pursue and 
develop the implementation strategies necessary to achieve the vision and goals the long-term 
partnership was founded upon. 



 

Policy ID-No-XX: Development of New Generation Resources REC Sharing Rights 
& Obligation Determination  

 

Topic: Definition of REC sharing tolling process associated with C.3(b). 

 

Relevant Agreement Sections: Settlement Agreement Yakama Nation and Grant County PUD 
(executed 06/11/2007, amended 06/26-27/2007) – Sections B.3(a), B.3.(b), B.3(c), C.3.(a), 
C.3(b), and C.3(c) 

 

Background: The Development of New Generation Resources sections of the Agreement 
provide the District with rights to RECs associated with the development of renewable 
resources by Yakama Power or the Yakama Nation. These provisions provide a corresponding 
obligation for the Yakama Nation. Specifically, the District is provided the right to 75.0% of all 
the RECs associated with the first 75.00 MWa of renewable energy developed by Yakama 
Power or the Yakama Nation, consistent with the details of Section C.3(b). The Districts rights to 
RECs the drop to 50.0% of renewable energy developed by Yakama Power or the Yakama 
Nation, consistent with the details of Section C.3(b), for all energy after 75.00th MWa is 
developed. This policy shall clarify how the determination of renewable energy levels are to be 
calculated and how the tolling of the rights / obligations is to be made. Given the desire of the 
Yakama Nation, via Yakama Power, to develop, construct, own, and operate the resources on 
its lands, an implementation issue has arisen. This desire of the Yakama Nation is well 
understood by the District – now, before, and at the time of Agreement execution. It is a shared 
value between the Parties. Both the Yakama Nation and the District seek to be “master’s of 
their own destiny” and “to do for oneself”. The Nation’s desires create a situation with impacts 
both Parties. Absent demonstrable development and construction experience, the Yakama 
Nation is impeded from obtaining financing to support development activities. This creates a 
spillover impact to the District because it strands potential benefits to which it is entitled. There 
is no requirement for the Yakama Nation to employ third party developers to develop 
resources. Such a requirement would not be in keeping with the spirit of the Agreement. Thus, 
a mutually agreed upon solution, providing a ”grace period”, has been made. This will deliver a 
win-win outcome for all involved. The solution allows the measurement of cumulative 
renewable energy, i.e. the tolling, to begin after the “grace period” which enables the Yakama 
Nation to gain the knowledge and experience needed to be a “bankable” project developer. 

 

Rights & Obligations Determination: The basis for calculating the renewable energy output 
necessary to implement Agreement Section C.3(b) shall be as follows: for any renewable 



 

project developed, per Agreement conditions, the renewable energy credited shall be the pro 
forma expected energy (mathematical expectation) produced by said project. For each project, 
N, to be developed, Yakama Power or the Yakama Nation shall prepare a Final Project Pro 
Forma for the District’s review. The District shall review and comment on said pro forma. Upon 
mutual acceptance of the final pro forma, each Party shall approve the Final Project Pro Forma 
(and associated expected energy output) and document this with a jointly executed Project 
Memorandum of Understanding. This project memorandum shall then constitute the official 
record for the purposes of determining the rights / obligations of the Agreement. The Project 
Pro Forma process shall begin with the first project developed by the Yakama Nation or Yakama 
Power. It shall continue forward uninterrupted to include each and every project in the “grace 
period” and all subsequent projects. The running total of all project expected renewable energy 
output, E-Total, shall be calculated as the arithmetic sum of the expected energy amounts from 
all projects K, where K = 1 to N. The Grace-Period shall be set as 2.50 MWa. Correspondingly, 
the District’s entitlement to 75.0% of RECs shall begin when E-Total is greater than 2.50 MWa 
(E-Total > 2.50 MWa) and it shall end when E-Total exceeds 77.50 MWa (E-Total > 77.50 MWa). 
For any and all renewable energy projects developed where E-Total is greater than 77.50 MWa, 
the District shall be entitled to 50.0% of the project’s RECs. 

 

Disputes and Disagreements: In the event of any disputes or disagreements associated with 
the implementation of this policy arise, they shall be immediately raised to the General 
Manager of Yakama Power and Grant PUD’s Senior Manager, Wholesale Power Trading and 
Marketing for resolution (First Level Escalation). If First Level Escalation does not adequately 
resolve the dispute, the matter shall be escalated to the Yakama Nation’s Chief Executive and 
Grant’s General Manager-CEO (Second Level Escalation). If further escalation is required, the 
governing bodies of the Parties shall resolve the matter(s). Ultimately, the language of the 
Agreement shall prevail. 

 

 

 



January 24, 2023

Customer Service Policy Update
── and Related Fee Schedule

Telecommunications Policy Update 
── and Related Fee Schedule



Agenda
• Customer Service Policy Update

– Overview

– Highlighted Changes | Energy Services

– Highlighted Changes | Customer Solutions

– Highlighted Changes | Power Delivery (Customer Engineering)

– Highlighted Changes | Large Power Solutions

• Customer Service Fee Schedule | Highlighted Changes

– As Current

– As Proposed

• Telecommunications Policy Update and Fee Schedule

– Highlighted Changes | Wholesale Fiber



Overview

• Customer Service Policy was last updated in April 2019

• Has been recently reviewed and updated (as proposed) by 
cross-departmental stakeholders including:

Accounting, Customer Solutions, Enterprise Risk, Internal Audit, 
Finance, Large Power Solutions, Power Delivery (Customer 
Engineering), Rates and Treasury

• Corresponding Commission Resolution is drafted to adopt 
the proposed changes with an effective date of April 1, 
2023 (coincides with Rate Schedule updates).

Customer Service 
Policy



Highlighted
Changes
──
Energy Services
Related

• Updated Eligibility for Special Low Income Rate 
Discounts to 200% of the federal poverty 
guidelines (up from 150% currently). Aligns with 
the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA). 
(Section 6.19)

• Adds 3-year requalification parameter for 
customers receiving a low-income discount for 
seniors and disabled customers and allows for 
home energy audits to be administered. (Section 
6.19)

• Removed Loan Program as new loans are no 
longer offered by Energy Services. (Section 3.1)

• Added new section for Demand Response 
viability. (Section 3.1) 

Customer Service 
Policy



Highlighted
Changes
──
Customer 
Solutions
Related

• Adds provision for backbilling adjustments of 
underbillings for a lookback period of 6 years 
pursuant to RCW 4.16.040 and for overbillings 
back to date of error. (Section 6.2)

• Clarifies After-Hours Fee for non-outage 
assistance with call center support and/or on-site 
power delivery support (i.e., truck roll). (Section 
6.12)

• Clarifies Revenue Protection and Power 
Diversion. Damaged meter follows current 
Damage-to-District procedures (actual charges). 
Power Diversion allows charges up to 3 times the 
actual cost of charges pursuant to RCW 
80.28.240. (Section 2.14)

Customer Service 
Policy



Highlighted
Changes
──
Power Delivery
(Customer 
Engineering)
Related

• Removes distinction between Simple and 
Complex Work Orders to simplify language for 
Simple and Line Extensions. No longer refers to 
“Complex”. (Section 4.0)

• Clarifies both Grant PUD and Customer 
ownership of secondary service wire between 
connection point and metering equipment. 
(Section 4.2)

• Added metered Construction Temporary Service 
with a one-time fee for up to 12 months. No 
longer unmetered service new construction. 
After one year, will be charged under the 
underlying rate schedule. (Section 4.3.3)

Customer Service 
Policy



Highlighted
Changes
──
Power Delivery
(Customer 
Engineering)
Related, cont.

• Updates Simple Service definition to cover 
secondary service wire to be connected to 
existing facilities and determines a Simple 
Service fee charge for both underground and 
overhead new construction. (Section 4.4 and Fee 
Schedule)

• Adds provision for Line Extensions above 
$20,000; Customer is billed at 100% of actual 
costs including a final cost true-up. Actual project 
charges will be available to the Customer. 
Removes the 25% subsidy as currently instated 
for Complex work orders. (Section 4.5.1)

• Defines Customer responsibility of providing wire 
between connection point and metering 
equipment. (Section 5.3.2)

Customer Service 
Policy



Highlighted
Changes
──
Large Power 
Solutions
Related

• Added new section for Demand Response 
viability. (Section 3.1) 

• Updates made are reflected in Resolution 9008, 
dated January 24, 2023, (Section 9.0):

• Added Evolving Industry Entry and Exit 
Criteria. (Section 9.3)

• Updated Rate 17 Design review and 
Commission Reporting period to be 2 years 
(was previously 1 year). (Sections 9.4 and 9.5)Customer Service 

Policy



Highlighted
Changes
──
Related Fee 
Schedule

• Reference to Line Extension Fees based on actual fees 
as designed for time and material charges.

• Breakout of non-outage After-Hours Fees for call 
center support and on-site service support (i.e., truck 
roll) based on actual labor rates.

• Breakout of Disconnection Fee for remote and non-
remote metered service based on actual labor rates 
(including overhead costs). call center support and 
on-site service support (i.e., truck roll) based on 
actual labor rates.

• Breakout of Underground and Overhead Simple 
Service Extension Fees including both Electric and 
Fiber costs. 

• Breakout of Underground and Overhead Temporary 
Service Fees. 

────────────────────────
* All fees above include labor overhead costs. 

Customer Service 
Policy



As Current
──
Related Fee 
Schedule

Customer Service 
Policy



As Proposed
──
Related Fee 
Schedule

Customer Service 
Policy



January 24, 2023

Telecommunications Customer Service Policy 

and Rate Schedule Updates



Telecommunication Customer Service Policy 
and Fee Schedule Changes

The Telecommunication Customer Service Policy and Fee Schedule is written for the retail and transport service 
providers on Grant PUD’s fiber network. 
• Creating a Fee Schedule supporting the Telecommunication Customer Service Policy with the associated costs.
• Connecting the fiber subscriber commitment to the new construction standards in the Customer Service 

Policy.
• Service Providers request temporary service at a construction site, added verbiage in the Telecommunication 

Customer Service Policy with associated fee to the Fee Table.
• Service Providers request facility modifications, added verbiage in the Telecommunication Customer Service 

Policy with associated fee to the Fee Table.
• Service Providers request after hours assistance, added verbiage in the Telecommunication Customer Service 

Policy with associated fee to the Fee Table.



Customer Service Policy Changes that Impact 
Grant Fiber

Grant Fiber has given away and delivered orange conduit to residential, commercial and plat customers for 
new construction.  

• Grant PUD has saved money because of this practice in fiber expansion areas.  With changes in our 
construction standards and solid inspections, this practice will be eliminated.

• In the Telecommunication Customer Service Policy, we have connected the fiber subscriber commitment 
to the new construction standards in the Customer Service Policies.

2022 June July August September October

Aerial $2.00 $1.54 $2.19 $2.33 $2.35

Existing $1.97 $1.48 $1.92 $2.03 $1.86

UG $5.46 $5.43 $5.10 $4.60 $5.01



Thank You



Commission Meeting

February 14, 2023

General Engineering 
Professional Services 
Contracts 430-11445 A-G



Professional Engineering Services Contracts
 RFP went out for multiple contracts to be awarded

 11 responses

 Review Team Evaluated Proposals Based On:

• Ability to provide High Quality Civil, Mechanical, 
Electrical, and Dam Safety Engineering

• Task management plan, firm capabilities, response 
time, cost control measures

• Technical qualifications and experience
• Accessibility to District sites

 Review Team Recommended Awarding 7 Contracts

 Five-year Contracts, End Date December 31, 2027

 On-call General Professional Engineering Services

 Contracts are held by Power Production Engineering

 To provide Services Required Beyond Current Available 
PP Engineering Department Resources and Specialties

 Analyses, Inspections, and Design

 Operate, Maintain, Improve our Dams and Powerplant 
Equipment

 Help meet FERC-required Compliance Objectives



430-11445A
Gannett Fleming



Projects Performed 
in the Past
• Concrete Structures Stability Analyses

• Site Specific Seismic Response Calculations

• Root Cause Analysis: Priest Rapids Spillway El. 405 Lift Joint

• Priest Rapids Spillway Cross-Canyon Pier Stability Analysis

• Wanapum Semi-Quantitative Risk Assessment

• Priest Rapids Spillway Stability Improvement Project Design



Projects Planned for 
this Contract
Contract Award Amount: $2,100,000

• Construction Support for Priest Rapids Spillway Stability 
Improvement Project

• Follow-up Seismic Analyses (both for Hydro and SMRs)

• Response to FERC Comments on Concrete Structures Stability 
Analysis for Wanapum FUIs



430-11445B
Jacobs Engineering Group



Projects Performed 
in the Past
• Priest Rapids Spillway Fish Bypass TG-22 Re-design

• Wanapum Future Unit Fish Bypass

• FERC 10-year Spillway Gate Inspections

• Wanapum & Priest Rapids Spillway Gate Fit-for-Service 
Analysis

• Structural Calculation Support for Mobile Crane Setups on 
Concrete Structures

• Carlton Acclimation Facility



Projects Planned for 
this Contract
Contract Award Amount: 3,350,000

• Spillway Gate Seismic Retro-fit Design

• Priest Rapids Spillway Rehab Support

• Priest Rapids Right Embankment Improvement Project 
Partnering Facilitation

• Phase II Analysis on Wanapum and Priest Rapids Spillway 
Gates

• Carlton Acclimation Facility

• Priest Rapids Hatchery Siphon Intake Project



430-11445C
Cornforth Consultants



Projects Performed 
in the Past
• Geotechnical Support for Wanapum Left Embankment 

Seismic Stability Risk Assessment

• Geotechnical Support for Wanapum Semi-Quantitative Risk 
Assessment

• Priest Rapids 2019 Part 12 Inspection and Potential Failure 
Modes Assessment

• Embankment Threshold and Action Values for Dam Safety 
Monitoring

• Priest Rapids and Wanapum Embankment Recovery Plans

• Priest Rapids Left Embankment Stability Evaluation

• Various Dam Safety Surveillance and Monitoring 
Instrumentation Evaluations and Upgrades



Projects Planned for 
this Contract
Contract Award Amount: $1,600,000

• Continued Geotechnical Support for Wanapum Left 
Embankment Seismic Stability Risk Assessment

• Priest Rapids Left Embankment Geotechnical Investigation 
Drill Plan and Support

• Geotechnical Support for Priest Rapids 2024 Semi-
Quantitative Risk Assessment

• Wanapum Right Embankment Geotechnical Investigation 
Drill Plan and Support  



430-11445D
WEST Consultants



Projects Performed 
in the Past
• Hydraulic & Hydrologic Support for Wanapum Left 

Embankment Seismic Stability Risk Assessment

• Inundation Maps Update for Emergency Action Plans

• Inundation Maps for Dam Breach Scenario as Part of the 
2019 Emergency Action Plan Functional Exercise

• Hydraulic & Hydrologic Support for Wanapum Sem-
Quantitative Risk Assessment



Projects Planned for 
this Contract
Contract Award Amount: $75,000

• Continued Hydraulic & Hydrologic Support for Wanapum Left 
Embankment Seismic Stability Risk Assessment

• Hydraulic & Hydrologic Support in Preparation for 2024 Priest 
Rapids Semi-Quantitative Risk Assessment



430-11445E
HDR Engineering, Inc.



Projects Performed 
in the Past
• Geotechnical Expertise with FERC-Required Board of 

Consultants to Evaluate Seismic Stability of Priest Rapids and 
Wanapum Embankments

• PEC 2020 Part 12 Inspection and Potential Failure Modes 
Assessment

• Carlton Acclimation Facility Electrical System

• Root Cause Analysis: Wanapum Spillway Monolith 4 Failure



Projects Planned for 
this Contract
Contract Award Amount: $700,000

This contract would replace current contract which is 10 years old

• Continued Geotechnical Expertise with FERC-Required Board 
of Consultants to Evaluate Seismic Stability of Priest Rapids 
and Wanapum Embankments

• Part 12 Independent Consultant Recommended Updates to 
the PEC Supporting Technical Information Document

• Potential Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Support



430-11445F
Stantec Consulting Services



Projects Performed 
in the Past
• Wanapum Spillway Remediation Design

• Priest Rapids Right Embankment Improvement Project 
Design

• Priest Rapids and Wanapum Embankments Initial 
Liquefaction Evaluation

• Various Geotechnical Investigations

• Wanapum Spillway Seismic Analyses

• Concrete Structures Stability Analyses

• Wanapum Spillway Apron Repairs

• 2015 Priest Rapids Part 12 Inspection and Potential Failure 
Modes Assessment

• 2016 Wanapum Part 12 Inspection and Potential Failure 
Modes Assessment



Projects Planned for 
this Contract
Contract Award Amount: $1,250,000

This contract would replace current contract which is 12 years old

Stantec – MWH – Harza

• Construction Support for the Priest Rapids Right 
Embankment Improvement Project, including Final Board of 
Consultants Meeting One-Year After Construction is 
Complete



430-11445G
MacKay & Sposito



Projects Performed 
in the Past
• Set Up New Wanapum Spillway Alignment Survey in 2014

• Various Design Work for Recreation Boat Launches

• Priest Rapids Right Embankment Improvement Project (RCC 
Embankment) Construction Observation and Monitoring



Projects Planned for 
this Contract
Contract Award Amount: $450,000

• Priest Rapids and Wanapum Embankment Drone Mapping

• Improvements to Dam Safety Monitoring Surveys

• Potential Small Design Projects



• Gannett Fleming $2,100,000.00

• Jacobs Engineering Group $3,350,000.00

• Cornforth Consultants $1,600,000.00

• WEST Consultants $75,000.00

• HDR Engineering, Inc. $700,000.00

• Stantec Consulting Services $1,250,000.00

• MacKay & Sposito $450,000.00

Summary

General Engineering 
Professional Services

430-11445 A-G
5-year contracts

On-call services



We recommend Commission approval to award 
Contracts 430-11445 A-G
to the seven engineering firms:

Gannett Fleming
Jacobs Engineering Group
Cornforth Consultants
WEST Consultants
HDR Engineering, Inc.
Stantec
MacKay & Sposito



Thank You



Feb. 14, 2023

STATE AND FEDERAL 
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE



Agenda
Ke y  To p i c s

• State Issues and Topics –
• 2023 session overview/update
• State legislative priorities

• Federal Issues and Topics –
• Previous congress concludes
• Federal funding update

• Other Areas of Interest –
• Mid-C GM Forum 



State Legislative
U p d a te



Legislative Composition
E n te r i n g  t h e  2 0 2 3 - 2 0 2 4  l e g i s l a t i v e  c yc l e
 Democrats picked up one seat in the 

House and one seat in the Senate during 
November’s state-wide elections

• Democrats now have a 29-20 majority in the 
Senate and 58-40 edge in the House.

• Chairs for the House and Senate 
committees focused on energy issues have 
changed

• The legislative session is back in person with 
remote virtual participation also provided.



Grant County’s 
Legislative Districts

• District 7
• Sen. Shelly Short
• Rep. Jacquelin Maycumber
• Rep. Joel Kretz

• District 13
• Sen. Judy Warnick
• Rep. Tom Dent
• Rep. Alex Ybarra

• District 15
• Sen. Nikki Torres
• Rep. Bruce Chandler
• Rep. Bryan Sandlin



State legislative session
S c h e d u l e d :  J a n u a r y  9 - A p r i l  2 3  ( 1 0 5  d ay s )

February 17 - Last day to be out of the policy 
committee in the house of origin

February 24 - Last day to be out of the fiscal 
committee in the house of origin

March 8 - Last day for bills to be out of the 
house of origin

March 29 - Last day for bills in the opposite 
house to be out of policy committee

April 4- Last day for bills in the opposite house 
to be out of fiscal committee

April 12 - Last day to consider opposite house 
bills

April 23 - End of the regular session



Key issues
S o m e  o f  t h e  B i l l s  w e  a r e  t ra c k i n g

Recreational use protection

• SB 5145: Sponsor Senator Short 7th district
• Referred to the Senate Law and Justice 

committee
• Clarifies protection of associated 

hydroelectric public recreation use of 
hydroelectric projects operating under a 
FERC-issued license. 

• High priority for other Grant PUD and other 
industry partners

High temperature utility shut off

• SB 5366: At the request of the AG
• Sponsored by Senate Chair of Environment, 

Energy & Technology committee per the 
request of the state Attorney General

• Establishes a 90-degree threshold that 
would prohibit utility shutoff (water, electric) 
for non-payment

• Also creates other procedures related to 
high-temperature shutoffs

• Concerted effort to adjust language



Key issues
S o m e  o f  t h e  B i l l s  w e  a r e  t ra c k i n g  c o nt i n u e d

Planning for advanced nuclear

• SB 5129: Supportive
• Modifies existing state energy strategy to 

include advanced nuclear technology
• Hearing in the Senate Environment, Energy 

& Technology Committee
• Grant PUD emphasized the need to ensure 

clean energy targets and reliability needs 
can both be met and the role SMRs play to 
satisfy both needs

Electric transmission planning

• SB 5165 / HB 1192: Per the request of the 
Governor

• There is a need to address the need for 
additional transmission capacity

• The proposed bill would extend planning 
from 10 to 20 years. 

• In general, fails to adequately addresses the 
main challenges that contribute to the 
uncertainties around future transmission 
developments (siting/planning)



Key issues
S o m e  o f  t h e  B i l l s  w e  a r e  t ra c k i n g  c o nt i n u e d

Resource adequacy planning

• HB 1117: Vetoed last year by the Gov.
• Extends the requirements of the Dept. of 

Commerce and UTC to convene energy 
resource adequacy meetings through 2031

• Currently, they are required through 2025
• Would also require the 2023 meeting to 

address the risk of rolling blackouts and 
inadequacy events.

• Would be an important step toward 
ensuring grid reliability as the state 
transitions to a clean energy economy. 

Climate Commitment Act (CCA) 

• Passed in 2021, rules governing CCA’s 
implementation were finalized last fall

• Collaboration with the Public Power 
Generating Pool and its members to elevate 
the issue at the state. 

• The technical team continues to determine 
implementation requirements and define 
further questions

• Meetings with Dept. of Ecology and 
legislators continue



2023 state session
O v e r v i e w  C o nt .

 Two-year budgets to be adopted during the session 
• Operating
• Capital 
• Transportation

Work with trade associations and other utilities including collaboration 
with the Mid-C utilities on key issues 
 Track rule-making /reporting /implementation of other programs 

(Climate Commitment Act, Zero emission vehicle standards, broadband 
funding) 



Federal Legislative
Update



117th congressional session wrap-up

G ra nt  P U D  r e q u e s t s

Direct Subsidy Bonds – Omnibus passage postponed PAYGO 
sequestration for two years. Without this action, beginning 
in Jan. 2023 PAYGO Sequestration would have cut payments 
on Build America Bond (BABs) and Clean Renewable Energy 
Bonds (CREBs). Work continues to find a permanent fix.

Requests were made by the industry for funding for the 
Defense Production Act authorities to address distribution 
transformer production.  The funding would have supported 
domestic manufacturing capacity through the purchase of 
equipment materials and supplies and supported the 
expansion of production lines. It was not included in the 
spending bill



E s ta b l i s h i n g  a  fe d e ra l  f u n d i n g  p r o g ra m  c o n t i n u e s

External 
Funding 
Program

 Benchmarking of other utilities was conducted
• Other PUDs
• LPPC members 
• Municipal organizations

 Program structures were reviewed and internal needs 
are being assessed and a program with milestones and 
decision points has been established
Grants Program Manager position will determine 

upcoming tasks, define roles and responsibilities, and 
future deliverables to assist in determining how to 
proceed. 



WRDA Passes Congress
E x p e c te d  to  s p u r  b i l a te ra l  n e g o t i a t i o n s  

 Part of the Columbia River Treaty Power Group’s 
focus in 2022 
 Authorizes the Army Corps of Engineers to address 

the post-2024 flood provisions
• Authorizes the Army Corp to study the feasibility of 

alternative flood risk management control
• Stipulates Army Corps justification of use of called upon 

to congress post-2024 

 Appreciation to the delegation for their support on 
this issue



Other Items
G M  F o r u m



Mid-C General Managers held a community 
forum in January
 Purpose was to gather business and civic 

leaders together to discuss energy 
challenges/opportunities facing our region
Opportunities for future forums



Thank You



Powering our way of life.

Enterprise Technology
Business Review

Commission Update – February 2023



Agenda

1. Functional Review
2. Technology Project Update
3. Organizational Health and 
Staffing



Functional Review
Key Accomplishments 
Since Last Update



Enterprise Technology Organization



Service Desk

Service Desk has continued to successfully support the District both remotely and now primarily on site at District facilities:

• Began starting one employee down river at HOB every Monday for better in-person support.

• Backfilled and added headcount to more reliably support the District's IT needs.

New Hire: Jeffrey Brock Hired 06/06/2022

New Hire: Elijah Dotson Hired 06/06/2022

New Hire: Harley Llamas Hired 11/21/22

One more LA position open

• Completed over 7,000 Service Requests/Incidents between January 1st and December 31st.

• Reduced open tickets per technician from 280 to under 80 per technician.

• SLA Improvement Tracking 2022 * backup slide for definitions

• First Half 2022 78.6%

• Improved to 80.6% in Q3

• Improved to 91.5% for Q4

• Completed The Hotel Station deployment and Audit, to ensure functionality throughout the District for mobile workers.

• Completed Rollout of Intune co-management to all general use District devices providing better asset management, software updates and system updates.

Next steps – Refresh existing end user desktops throughout the District, and move remote user desktops into a consolidated location.



Platform Operations

Platform Operations making efforts to stabilize environment, improve operational processes, and ability to better deliver on projects:
• Completed refresh of MoveIT SFTP to support the bulk energy sales operations. Replaced VM’s and the outdated and unsupported 

software with a current, secure, supported, and more operationally reliable solution.
• Built and fully migrated Citrix deployment to their latest hybrid Cloud solution. Replacement of the outdated system has better 

positioned us in terms of security and supportability as well as the ability to take advantage of new offerings more readily.
• Deployed hyper converged infrastructure for compute and storage (Dell VxRail), replaced the primary infrastructure in support of VMs in 

the PROD environment. Migrated 230+ servers and met our planned completion timeline for cutover (EOQ2/BOQ3).
• Finetuning OpManager for more granular monitoring of the health and performance of our Production Compute and Storage 

Infrastructure. It has been integrated with SD+ (ITSM) for continuity of our existing IT processes and workflows. It is delivering deeper 
insight and enabling us to improve on stability and be proactive to resource needs rather than reactive to issues. Future state would be to 
enable access of this system into additional security zones (DEV, DMZ, etc.).

• Expanded patching to include all Critical, Required, and High Priority patching for all operating systems.
• Security improved through numerous channels. (Netscaler, Cloudflare DNS, MFA expansion, CIS Benchmarks, Microsoft Security 

Score).
• Improved SQL server security and stability across the enterprise through scheduled rollout of Cumulative Updates for SQL. Achieving 

goals laid out in the SQL Roadmap. We have also developed and documented a more comprehensive plan for SQL Disaster Recovery
• Provided 100% successful restoration of all requested data restores in 2022.
• Installing and configuring two new host clusters. One to replace the out of support Telecom hosts. The other is to support the buildout 

of a new secure “Tools Network” which will be used as a segregated security zone for Administration and Management tools, scan tools, 
out-of-band management tools, etc. This will be a shared environment for Platform Operations, Telecom, Cyber, and potentially EMS.

Next steps – Revise and refine Technology Roadmap. Position ourselves for long-term operational
goals (performance, stability, security) and improved delivery of Business and IT projects.



Cyber Security

Cyber security has been restructured but we are continuing to advance our protections and controls to prevent intrusion, 
malware and cybercrime through design, implementation and oversight of an overlapping series of controls detailed in 
the CIS-Controls Roadmap.

• Deployed new firewalls at Frenchman Hills, Rocky Ford, Burke, Larson, SandDunes, Customer Kiosk, Fleet 
Management and Geneva as part of project to modernize 36 aging firewalls across all district facilities and substations, 
including CIP environments. (OT Firewall management has now moved into the CSE area of responsibility, Business 
Firewalls will stay with IT).

• Rolled-out Mandiant Managed Defense 24x7x365 security incident and event management, Client based 
Endpoint Detection and Response solution for incident discovery and investigation. (This is now being supported and 
tuned by Platform Operations Group as we re-build the restructured Cyber Department).

• Completed a two-day incident response training program to help develop a more cohesive response plan based on our 
environment and the current threat landscape. Included members from PlatOps, Service Desk, CSE.

• Addressing multiple cyber security protection gaps previously identified by 3rd party vendor assessments, CIS Control 
benchmarks, and Microsoft Security Scoring.

• Moved CIP responsibilities and existing Cybersecurity personnel to CSE to ensure regulatory compliance would 
continue to be met, but we retained all enterprise facing Cybersecurity responsibilities to be more effectively managed.

• Currently working on staffing in this area. 1 – Senior Cyber Engineer, planning 1-2 Junior Cyber Engineers future state 
for redundancy.



Enterprise Applications

Enterprise Applications successes year to date:

• Completed Oracle CCS 21 releases (A,B and C).

• Completed a minor upgrade to the latest version of Maximo 7. This will allow us to be ready for the next big release 
Maximo 8 (MAS). Deployed a Lands, Rec and Shoreline service request which is similar to our Facilities request in 
Maximo to improve the management of the work on those sites.

• Completed the new Condition Reporting Tool (CRT) in Maximo which allows for centralized tracking of all close 
calls/incidents/injuries and onboarded Supervisors to manage those CAP items to resolution. We have also made a few 
updates to the CRT tool due to new requirements that arose after being in use for a while.

• Completed Automating Remote Work Agreements into a Power Application. This was a quick need for tracking for those 
that choose to work a hybrid work schedule.

• Completed the implementation of the Robin Hotel Software which allows for hybrid work staff to reserve workspaces 
when they are in the office. This was done in a short timeline with no major issues.

• Completed taking on the CCS 22A release which included a new UI which we chose to turn off until more training is 
complete.

• Continue to provide support on the Technology Roadmap projects such as GEN2, OSS/BSS and MWFM.



Telecom Engineering

Telecom Engineering continues to address deferred maintenance and life cycling, while improving its internal processes, practices and capabilities:

• Provided 2 FTRs in support of GEN2 / ESRI development, with significant resourcing efforts for fiber data modeling, data mapping, configurati on, and 
data source consolidation for migration. This will be a transformational success for the District and fiber plant when launched this year.

• Engineering Design and Development Support for OSS/BSS integration with the wholesale network.

• Achieved network availability of 99.999% for the MPLS backbone and Internet edge and met SLA of 99.98% for Access and Distribution networks.

• Designed and deployed new Grant Fiber hubs and access network infrastructure for new 2022 wholesale fiber expansion markets, according to 
schedule.

• Successfully engineered backbone capacity growth where critically needed to avoid network saturation. This is a significant accomplishment given 
the exhausted network platform and fiber resources in the wide area core network.

• Coordinated cross-organizational team to evaluate vendor RFP responses for Fiber backbone (WAN) modernization, with contract development and
negotiation completed.

• Developed new Telecom transport network solution for power production and Transfer/Trip communications, with first two locations deployed.

• Developed network design standards for new data center network equipment, wireless, and timing networks.

• Coordinated cross-organizational team to analyze and rebuild an original wholesale fiber area (Hub 55), building a template to address other areas 
and deferred in-service maintenance that has accumulated over many years.

• Deployed network services in support of DB2 deployments and substation planning.

• Supported FW replacement project with network expansion and standardization.

• Employee Recruitment attempts with 25 applicants for 2 open FTR positions and no qualified and interested candidates, due to lack of experience or 
higher salary requirements. Promoted one engineer to newly created Network Security position, which created a backfill for another FTR requirement.

Next steps – Staff augmentation, network capacity & diversity, design/standards consistency for documentation and deployment, legacy life-cycling, 
tooling and process development for operations success.



Software Engineering and Architecture

Software Engineering & Architecture provides all the enterprise cross-cutting integration and 
solution design in support of our technology modernization projects.  Key accomplishments for 
2022 to date include:

• Continued to provide development activities on the Technology Roadmap projects such 
as GEN2, OSS/BSS and MWFM.

• Continued to provide development activities on the Data Warehouse project on the 
Technology Roadmap. 

• Provided solutions for fish counting shift to offsite resources and worked closely to 
provide necessary data in a timely fashion.



Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance provides the organization with a framework and team to ensure the quality of the solutions 
developed and implemented by the Enterprise Technology organization. Key accomplishments for 2022:

• Promoted our IT Student Helper to FTR position in the QA Department to assist in testing and QA 
activities for existing and future Technology Roadmap projects.

• Promoted IT Service Desk staff to QA Department to assist testing and QA activities for existing and 
future Technology Roadmap projects.

• Successfully backfilled the open Senior Software Test Engineer position.

• On-going leading of QA/QC activities for 3 inter-dependent capital projects on the Technology 
Roadmap.

• On-going quality assurance and control activities in various O&M Enterprise Applications and 
PowerApp/flow builds.

• Facilitated System Acceptance Testing (SAT) and User Acceptance Testing (UAT) to completion 
for Gen2/ArcFM/Esri project

• PSA Testing and facilitated UAT for the following PowerApps:

• PO Checksheet app

• Employee Spot Recognition app

• Employee Experience Department app   



Technology Project Update
Key Projects in Flight



2023 Technology Roadmap
Technology Roadmap for 2023.



Roadmap Planning
We are taking another look at the Technology Roadmap to reassess the scope and resources needed to 
execute on schedule and staff appropriately.

• Partnering with Plante Moran and POWER Engineers to provide a deep dive into our current plan.

• Determine scope of existing projects, requirements, and resources needed.

• Update plan for next 5 years and realign with strategic goals.

• New Technology Roadmap estimated to be completed by beginning of Q3.

• Build out a Business Analyst department responsible for maintaining the roadmap through a partnership 
with EPMO and EPPM. This department will focus on requirements management and inform on scope 
creep and possible upstream/downstream effects of changes.



Roadmap 
Process Changes

• All work is now going through the EPPM 
process regardless if OCM or Capital
• Tech Steer Co will review against existing 
tools available functionality and strategy

• Determine scope/requirements
• Determines resources needed
• Determines priority

• Inform on impacts of change to roadmap 
schedule and available resources
• Inform executive management on technology 
changes in priority or strategy

Need Identified 
(EPPM Intake)

Existing Tool 
Functionality?

Send to Existing 
Tool Team Queue

Yes

Define Priority

No

Return to EPPM 
Process (Approved)

Add to Tech 
Roadmap

Meet 
Technology 
Strategy?

Yes

Return to EPPM Process(Rejected)No

Return to EPPM Process(Rejected)

Meet Fitness 
Definition

No

Return to EPPM Process as a Fitness Project (PID 
created) PDT has to be updated

Yes

• Project Proposal Form
• Does it need IT resources that meet 8 implementation hours or greater?
• Does it meet or exceed 100k for software/hardware?
• * Management discretion  
• Project Initiation Form (PIF)
• OCM form
• Complexity model

• Detailed PIF
• Requirements
• Project description
• Business case(if greater than 100K and level 2 or 3)
• PDT



Strategic Projects for 2023
(Not Started)Maximo Expansion Program. A critical expansion of Maximo to support the Enterprise Asset Management Program 
covering both PP and T&D. Capital components are still in analysis to develop plans/costs/ROI.

Factors: The O&M analysis portions are proceeding, and capital work is in flight where analysis warrants action.

(Completed)ESRI/ArcGIS Replaces legacy electric and fiber design tools and GIS with ESRI based integrated tools from Schneider 
Electric. Went live end of January. Hyper-care support expected until late Q3 for data cleanup efforts.

(In Progress) We are moving forward with the new OSS/BSS in support of Wholesale Fiber and Power Delivery. Targeting a late Q2 2023 
go-live.

(In Progress) We are moving forward with Mobile Workforce Management project in support of Wholesale Fiber. Replaces our current 
ARCOS system for "Trouble Reports" and "Service Work", with a goal to unify the idea of work as a single type with priority. Targeting a Q2 
2023.

A number of key strategic projects will consume the majority of resources across functions.



Technology Projects for 2023

(In Progress) Technology Infrastructure refresh projects are proceeding and will modernize network, servers, storage and monitoring for 
long-term needs.

Factors: Independent but coordinated effort across IT Departments, Alignment of all modernization efforts.

(In Progress) Enterprise Data Lake and Enterprise Analytics/Reporting in-flight with efforts to complete regular CCS data extractions. 
Limited success with legacy CCB data and partial CCS data extractions.

Factors: Struggling with vendor support and constant change of the Oracle CCS software. Limited understanding of data has also 
been a roadblock for this project.

(In Progress) Firewall Modernization- Implement remaining 35 Substation firewalls, and EMS firewalls.

Factors: Application deployment resource availability, external Business Unit Prioritizations.

(In Progress) DB2 Firewall and MOD Build and Deployment.

Factors: Application deployment resource availability, external Business Unit Prioritizations.

We have organized a program to collect and oversee the basket of technology infrastructure modernization 

projects with the support of Project Management.



Technology Projects for 2023

(In Progress) MFA – Implementation of multi-factor authentication technologies for increased operational security. Entire IT dept. has been 
using this for well over a year, we now have the entire Exec Team and CFO Org onboarded. Mid Q2 target for completion.

Factors: Lots of moving parts, authentication devices, and training that all must be orchestrated with the ServiceDesk and PlatOps.

(Completed) Dell VxRail Hyperconverged Infrastructure – Modernization and replacement of the physical server infrastructure used to host 
the District’s Production business services.

Factors: Was a Large project requiring in-depth architecture planning by Platform Operations. 230+ servers migrated successfully.

(Finalizing) NSX-T and vRealize will be implemented to provide tighter security controls, operations insight, and automation of the new HCI 
Vmware environment. Starts with a basic implementation then we build out over time.

Factors: Confirmed stability of VxRail environment completed, currently coordinating final configuration with VMware.

(In Progress) CommVault Backup – Complete renewal, upgrade of Software and replacement of underlying hardware infrastructure.

Factors: This was a planned refresh but also aligns directly to the district wide Disaster Recovery planning, approval of purchase.

(Proof of Concept) Desktop as a Service (DaaS) deployment of highly available remote desktops, reduces burden of Virtual Workstations 
running on Production hosts and provides a secure and readily available method of access to Corporate data and Services to both district 
personnel and contracted entities.

Factors: Need somewhere to build PoC, PlatOps resource availability.

We have organized a program to collect and oversee the basket of technology infrastructure modernization 

projects with the support of Project Management.



Technology Projects for 2023

(In Progress) Conference Room Technology Update – upgrade of hardware and software within District Conference rooms to modernize 
advancements in current collaborative technologies.

Factors: Have 7 rooms left district wide, availability of Teams Room hardware.

(Finalizing) Endpoint Protection and Response – Migration from Symantec AV to Windows Defender – this will incorporate AV into our 
overall Microsoft toolset/investment and allow for decom of the Symantec Service for workstations, reducing cost for that service.

Factors: Required thorough planning, configuring, and testing prior to rollout to the masses. Final push scheduled Feb 15th.



Organizational Health and Staffing
Resourcing to meet demand



New Faces
Internal Transfers (since last report):

• Lisa Hansen – FP&A to Business Systems Analyst

• Tracy Holcomb – AP to Business Systems Analyst

• Amanda Hall – Service Desk to Quality Assurance

New Hires (since last report):
• Elijah Dotson – Service Desk

• Harley Llamas – Service Desk

• Jeffrey Brock – Service Desk

• Sharon Brown – Platform Operations

• Joshika Suresh – Quality Assurance

• Stuart Sierer – Quality Assurance

• Isaac Martinez – Telecom
• Kevin McKee – Telecom

• Laura Ives – Enterprise Platforms

• Robert Grutko – Software Engineering

• TJ Holt – Software Engineering

Growing our team!



Open Positions
Telecom Engineering:

• Senior Telecommunications Engineer (SENIO001488)

• Senior Telecommunications Engineer (TELEC001314)

• Senior Voice Engineer (TELEC001369) 

Platform Operations:

• Cyber Security Engineer (CYBER001358)

Software Engineering and Architecture:

• Senior Software Engineer (SENIO001148)

We have built a strong partnership with Arch, with a focus on special skillsets and hiring of candidates. This allows for us to 
grow/contract for critical project work.



Organizational Health
• We are deliberately filling key positions with mixed results due to competitive salaries and the available 

remote job market.

• Return to office was a big lift with extra pressure to meet and with a lot of visibility. Some of the visibility 
has created some morale issues but we are working on a plan to get back to business as usual. 

• Work to be done on perceptions regarding having the proper technology for the business. We need to 
ensure our strategy is right sized for our organization and adds value.  

• Growth of Quality Department is helping the Business to drive to completion of system acceptance 
testing.

• Developing a Business System Analysts Department to perform the front-end work of decomposing 
needs into requirements and developing options and related business cases.

• Leadership team focusing on employee development and providing more opportunities to be challenged 
and provide path for professional growth.

• Primary skill gaps are Enterprise Architect and Data Architect skillsets. These positions have been a 
challenge to find due to industry struggles. The data architect has been the biggest challenge due to our 
unique proliferation of cloud solutions where we don’t have a strong understanding of the data 

architecture.



Summary / Close-out
• The second half of 2022 was another period of heads down work on in-flight projects, planning for near-

term projects, consolidation of legacy technology and continued stabilization of solutions deployed in 
2020/2021 (e.g., CCS).

• The IT departments are largely sold-out for implementation capacity for 2023 with teams focusing on 
ESRI/GEN2, OSS/BSS, Clevest MWFM and a host of infrastructure projects (Firewalls, Network, 
Compute/Storage refresh).

• We are focusing on a deep dive into the existing Technology Roadmap to define the scope, number of 
resources needed, and priority to produce a realistic picture for the next 5 years.

• Responsible for two of the 3 for 2023 initiatives while supporting other departments with other initiatives. 
Disaster recovery and data governance slated to be defined and budget requested for 2024 
implementation.

• Focusing on areas for process improvements and to improve existing documentation.

• Building out a more robust internship program to encourage local colleges to look at Grant for IT careers.



Powering our way of life.
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